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enriched offer for 

 grades 9-12



Learning materials

Home education students or their
parents decide for themselves which
students’ books and materials they
use. Our teachers support them by
posting helpful resources,
worksheets, links to valuable learning
sites, and more on Google Classroom
each month.

Access to the Google
Classroom platform
and other GSuite Edu
solutions

Modern education requires modern
solutions. Each HISG student will gain
access to  Google solutions - school
email, Google Classroom, Google Drive,
Google Meet, Google Docs, Google
Sheets, Jamboard etc. 

Online lessons

In the 450/563 package, a HISG
student can take part in subject
lessons online.  A detailed offer for
each form for a given school year
has been prepared. Thanks to
these lessons, some issues will be
more understandable and the
student will have contact with
selected teachers and other
students from a given form. 

The scope of
material for each
subject

The home education student
decides how he or she wants to
learn, but needs to know what to
learn in order to successfully take
the final exams. Our teachers
publish the scope of material for
each subject for a given class on
Google Classroom.



Care of the
Psychological and
Pedagogical
Counseling Center
"Osiek"

HISG students are under the care of
psychological and pedagogical
specialists from PPP “Osiek,” who take
care of their emotional development.
Students and parents can consult a
specialist, if necessary, receive
psychoeducational materials,
pedagogical diagnosis, etc.

Class meetings

Choosing home education, we decide to
individualize the path for education.
Young people, however, need social
contacts, friends and classmates to
develop fully. During the meetings, you
can plan joint initiatives (e.g. trips,
outings, events), exchange experiences
or simply meet interesting people

Individual subject
consultations

The HISG student in the 450/563 package can
use 7 individual online subject consultations
during the school year (one consultation lasts 45
minutes). It is the student who decides when to
use the consultation and what subject and level
it will be concerning. 

Individual consultations are a perfect
complement to the offer of online lessons. For
example, a student can use consultation as a
support in the implementation of extended
subjects not included in the online lesson for a
given class

Native speaker

As an international school, we
make sure that our students have
contact with a live foreign language
and develop their communication
skill also in English. Therefore, in
the 450/563 package, HISG
students can take part in
conversations with a native English
speaker several times a month 



Online development
workshops

We support students in the
development of competences important
in the perspective of their whole life, but
especially in the implementation of
education as home education. During
the school year, students will be able to
take part in workshops on planning their
own work, effective time management,
methods of coping with stress, planning
a career path, etc.

Access to the
resources of the library
of Gdansk
Autonomous Schools  

In the 450/563 package, HISG students
have access to the rich resources of the
Library of Gdansk Autonomous Schools.
They can also use the reading room
there. This is another form of supporting
our students’ education and
development through reading.

3 examination sessions a
year

In the 450/563 package, students do not have to
wait until the end of the school year to take final
exams. We organize 3 examination sessions
(November, February, June (April for high school
graduates)) in the school year. The student
decides when to take the final exam in a given
subject.

Science webinars

Webinars have become a
permanent fixture in the
educational arena. We offer
students participation in 5
webinars a year conducted by
specialists in various fields. We
invited experts from all over the
world for cooperation.



extended English and from 1 to 3 additional
extended subjects *

2 subjects yearly in English 

other subjects in Polish

materials & exams in Polish

GOAL: high school graduation with Polish matura
exam. 

extended English and from 1 to 3 additional
extended subjects *

Polish as a foreign language

all materials in English

exams in English ( exeption: Polish language,
geography and history of Poland for students with
Polish nationality) 

GOAL : high school graduation without exam

the possibility of joining the Polish matura exam, if the
student will take the matura subjects exams in Polish 

Bilingual path (Polish&English) English path



All HISG students complete the extended level English language, 
In addition, each student selects from 1 to 3 items expanded from:

Extended subjects

1.
2.




